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ABSTRACT 
The paper provides a simple, and fully algebraic, distributional setup tbr a 
higher-order linear implicit system, with arbitrary constant coefficients, on the contin- 
uous, nonnegative time axis. The distributional system equation exhibits impulses, 
depending on arbitrary points in the state space, and for these points several concepts 
of weak consistency, of increasing degree, are introduced in such a way that weak 
consistency of degree 0 coincides with the standard concept of consistency, whereas 
weak consistency of the highest degree is related to impulse controllability. All weakly 
consistent subspaces are expressed in the consistent subspace, and for the latter space 
a numerically stable algorithm is presented. Also, we derive for every concept of weak 
consistency a condition, in terms of the system coefficients only, for the statement that 
the associated subspaee is as large as possible. In particular, we get a condition for 
impulse controllability hat generalizes the celebrated condition for impulse controlla- 
bility of a first-order system. Further. we state two conditions for control solvabili~:, 
and we specify when distributional state and/or  input trajectories are unique. Finally, 
we define and characterize various subspaces for a higher-order system, in combina- 
tion with an output equation, and link these spaces to two of our four invertibilitv 
concepts, namely those in the strong sense, and we establish that the above composite 
* Supported by Dutch Organization for Scientific Research (N.W.O.). 
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system is left- (right-)invertibte in the strong sense if and only if the corresponding 
system matrix is left- (right-)invertible as a rational matrix, even if the transfer matrix 
does not exist. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear continuous-time systems on ~+= [0, oo) of the form 
= z (t) + S . ( t ) ,  (1.1) 
with E, A ~ R l× n, B ~ ~lx , , ,  often arise in, e.g., circuit theory [2, 21, 23, 27], 
singular perturbation theory [5], economics [22], and mechanics [17-20, 24]. 
However, particularly in the last area (e.g., Lagrange's equations), but also in 
electrical networks (Kirchhoffs laws), descriptive equations of a linear or 
linearized, possibly implicit system under consideration may well be of order 
higher than one. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Consider the network in Figure 1, consisting of an induc- 
tor, with inductance L, and a capacitor, with capacitance C. If a certain 
current 1 is applied, then I = 11 + 12, and if V L, V c denote the potentials of 
the inductor and capacitor, respectively, then V L = Vc, VL = LI~ 1), and 
Vc ~ = I2 /C .  Consequently, I~ 2> = I2 /LC  (see, e.g., [28, Chapter 6]). Thus, 
I 
+> 
I t 
/ 
I2 
m 
m 
\ /  
C 
m 
i 
FIG. 1. 
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the currents I 1 and 12 are state variables of the second-order implicit system 
0 l[ii ,, 1 
By introducing extra state variables, any higher-order system can be easily 
transformed into a system of the form (1.1), but such a state-space enlarge- 
ment may be felt as somewhat artificial, especially if the issue of solving the 
given system equation is understood as the problem of finding the actual 
state variables. Moreover, auxiliary state variables may unnecessarily obscure 
the structural relations between state and input variables, or lead to superflu- 
ous, and possibly distracting, additional equations. 
EXAMPLE 1.i (Continued). If we set x 1 = I t, x 2 = I~ I), and x~ = 12, 
then we get 
1 0 0 ] [  x~l)(t) 
1 
o o 
0 1 0 ][ Xl(t) 
= o o 1 /Lc l ]x2(O 
-1  o -1  l[x3(t) +[il I ( t ) ,  
a first-order system. Its solution, however, is determined by the second-order 
equation x] 2) = x3/LC, with x 3 = -x  1 + I. 
Therefore, a direct analysis of higher-order continuous-time systems on 
+, with arbitrary constant coefficients, appears to be significant--above all, 
if one is interested in the behavior of the original state variables, and if 
impulsive behavior in some of (the derivatives of) these variables is experi- 
enced as a system-inherent phenomenon, for instance, by the closing of a 
switch, in connection with an initially charged capacitor, in an electrical 
network [28, Chapter 6]. A third motivation for the present paper is, perhaps, 
properly demonstrated by means of an example with, again, no other than 
pedagogieal value, Example 1.2 below. 
Thus, for k >/ 1 we will consider the system E: 
Akx(k)(t) + Ak_lX(k-t)(t) + "'" +Alx(1)(t) + Aox(°)(t) = Bu(t),  (1.2) 
with A k, Ak_ 1 . . . . .  A l, A 0 ~ N lxn, B ~ Nl×,,,, and xC°(t)(i >1 0) denoting 
the ordinary ith derivative of x(t) for t >/0 (using right-hand-side ifferenti- 
ation at the origin). 
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If x 0 := x(0- )  stands for the value of the state trajectory x(t) immedi- 
ately before starting the dynamical process described by (1.1), then it is well 
known that not every point x 0 ~ ~" need be consistent [2, 6, 7], i.e., not for 
every point x 0 does there exist a sufficiently smooth input function u(t) and 
an associated state trajectory x(t) of (1.1) such that x 0 - -x(0  +) := 
l imt, 0 x(t). Inasmuch as for every consistent point there exist a smooth 
input function and an associated smooth state trajectory of (1.1) [2, 7, 8], we 
will (as in, e.g., [3, 12, 26, 8]) assume that u and x in (1.1) are smooth on ~+, 
i.e., arbitrarily often differentiable on I~ + = [ 0, ~) [12]. 
By redefining (1.1) in terms of distributions [25] (for more details, see 
Section 2), it follows that inconsistent points can give rise to impulsive 
solutions of (the distributional analogue of) (1.1) [6, 27, 28, 3, 4, 8, 26]. Follow- 
ing [4], we say that the distributional version of (1.1) is impulse-controllable 
[8] if for every x 0 ~ It~" there exist an input function u, smooth on ~+, and a 
corresponding state function x, smooth on N+. 
Obviously, the concept of impulse controllability is of great importance in 
control problems [3, 15, 19, 11], a'hd it is shown in [8, Theorem 4.5] that the 
distributional version of (1.1) is impulse-controllable if and only if 
imE +imB +AkerE  = E l, (1.3) 
provided rank[ E A B ] = 1. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Consider the second-order system 5;: 
[~ o]rx~e)(t) 2 -1 -1 o][xi(t) 1 +[1 
Set Yl = xi, Y2 = x2, Ya = x~ 1), and Y4 = X(1); then this system can be 
rewritten as the first-order system Yl: 
, o o 
o 1 o 
o o , 
o o o oJLy,(1,(t) 
0 
0 
1 
-1 
0 1 01[y l ( t  ) 
o o 
-1  -1  OJLy,(t) 
+ u( t) 
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Clearly, by (1.3), £1 is not impulse-controllable. However, this does not 
preclude the possibility that for every Y0 = [x l (0 - ) ,  x2(0-) ,  
x~l)(0-), x(21)(0-)] T there exists an input u, smooth on N+, such that the 
distributional version of £1 has an associated solution y = [y> Y2, Y3, Y4] r, 
with x 1 = Yl and x z = Y2 functions that are smooth on N+. In fact, in the 
sequel we shall see that this is the case, and hence £ is impulse-controllable 
in the sense that for every Y0 there exists a control function u such that the 
" [x~l, with xl and x2 functions, distributional version of £ has a solution ~ 
smooth on E+, despite the fact that £1 fails to satisfy (1.3). In this way, a 
higher-order implicit system may be impulse-controllable even if its first-order 
pendant is not. 
Our treatment of higher-order linear implicit systems will follow the 
approach for first-order systems presented in [8]. There, a point x 0 is ealled 
weakly consistent if there exists an input function u, smooth on E+, such that 
the distributional version of (1.1) has a functional solution x, smooth on ~+. 
In that case, x(0 +) - x 0 ~ ker(E), but not necessarily x(0 +) = x 0, which 
should explain the adverb weakly. See also Section 2. 
As in [8] for (1.1), our distributional pendant for (1.2) will depend on 
input distributions as well as on arbitrary points: Besides the input u, to be 
chosen from a certain class of allowed distributions, the distributional version 
of (1.2) will exhibit an extra term depending on k parameters 
xoo, xol . . . . .  Xo(k- 1), Xoi ~ JR", arbitrary, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1. 
For every point x0 := [x0r0, T . .  X T l T [~kn x01," , 0(k-1)~ ~ we will define k 
concepts of weak consistency, namely weak consistency of degree 1, 2 . . . . .  k, 
in such a way that weak consistency of degree j generalizes weak consistency 
of degree j - 1, and x0 is weakly' consistent of degree k if there exists an 
input function u, smooth on N+, such that (1.2) in its distributional form has 
a functional solution x, smooth on N+. Weak consistency of degree k for 
k = 1 thus coincides with the earlier concept of weak consistency in [8]. The 
distributional version of (1.2) will be called impulse-controllable if all x0 ~ 
Nk,, are weakly consistent of degree k. 
For an impulse-controllable system, with output equation 
y = Cx + Du, (1.4) 
it is possible to formulate control problems, as is done in, e.g., [3], [15], [19], 
and [11] for systems of order 1. Observe in this connection, that non-minimal 
systems need not be impulse-controllable [27], [23]. Preliminary views in this 
direction are given in Remark 3.12. 
This paper will present for every j = 1, 2 . . . . .  k two necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the statement that all points ~0 ~ Nkn are weakly 
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consistent of degree j, One of the conditions will be expressed in the system 
coefficients only, whereas the other one is specified in terms of certain 
subspaces. 
For the consistent subspace we provide a numerically stable algorithm, 
derived from comparable material in [14, 1]. A point x0 = [x0~0, 
xT1 ' . . . xT  IT , 0(~-~)J is called consistent if there exist an input function u, 
smooth on R +, and a state function x, smooth on ~+, such that, for all t >~ O, 
(1.2) is satisfied, with, moreover, x0i = x(°(0 +) := limt~ 0 x°)(t), i = 
0, 1, . . . ,  k - 1. Observe that this definition of consistency is in line with 
earlier definitions [2, 7, 26, 8]; in this paper, consistency will be also seen as 
weak consistency of degree 0. All results on weak consistency, and the 
consistent subspace algorithm, are to be found in Section 3; our large 
examples are meant for illustrative purposes only. 
Apart from the mathematical preliminaries, Section 2 deals with solvabil- 
ity and uniqueness issues. The distributional version of (1.2) is called 
control-solvable if for every ~0 there exist a distributional input u and an 
associated istributional trajectory x, and this is the ease if and only if the 
sum of the consistent subspace and the instantaneously controllable subspace 
span the entire state space. Here, a point ~0 is called instantaneously 
controllable if there exist a purely impulsive control u and an associated 
purely impulsive state trajectory x. Pure impulses are, of course, linear 
combinations of the Dirac 8 distribution and its derivatives. Control solvabil- 
ity is also characterized by means of a simple condition imposed on the 
system coefficients. 
Finally, in Section 4, we discuss several concepts of left and right 
invertibility for (1.2), with output equation (1.4), in a distributional setup. 
Here, as in [9], left invertibility refers to uniqueness of system trajectories, 
whereas right invertibility concerns attainability of given trajectories in the 
output space (tracking), and it is shown that left (right) invertibility in the 
strong sense is equivalent to left (right) invertibility of Rosenbroek's system 
matrix. Moreover, we establish duality results between various subspaces 
involved, just as we did in [9]. 
In a subsequent paper, we will address uch issues as asymptotic stability 
and stabilizability for a higher-order system (1.2). In particular, it will be 
demonstrated there that our direct approach to higher-order systems leads 
immediately to stability theorems of the same kind as the ones in [18]. Some 
of our results reduce to corresponding ones in [26] if 1 = n and 
A(s )  := Aks k + Ak_ ls  k-1 + "" +Als  + A o (1.5) 
is invertible as a rational matrix. 
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Unavoidable, though interrupting, proofs are collected in the lengthy 
appendix. 
'2. PRELIMINARIES AND GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS 
As in [8-11], we will adopt the class of impulsive-smooth distributions 
~,,p, defined in [12, 13]. A distribution f ~ ~,,,p is any linear combination of 
an impulsive distribution and a smooth distribution. An impulsive distribu- 
tion, or pure impulse, is any linear combination of Dirac's delta distribution 8
and its distributional derivatives 8(i), i >/ 1. A smooth distribution corre- 
sponds to a function that is smooth on ~+ and 0 elsewhere. As in [1"2], a 
fimction f ( t )  is smooth on ~+ if f ( t )  is arbitrarily often clifferentiable for 
t > 0 with, for all j > 0, l imt,of(J)(t) existing and finite. The class ~imp is a 
c, ommutative algebra over ~ with convolution * of distributions as multiplica- 
tion [13]. Thus it is closed under differentiation (= convolution with 8,~ 1)) 
and under integration (= convolution with /(, the Heaviside unit-step distri- 
bution). By setting 8~ 1):=,4, 8~ j) := 8(7 (j 1). 8~ '), j >/ 1, we establish 
that 8~ ~+2) = 8~i).8~ 2) ( i , j  ~ 7/) with 8~ °) = 8, and the inverse (w.r.t. 
convolution) of 8~ °, (8,~°) -1, equals 8a (-~), i~  7/, 8-~ = 8; here 8~ J), 
j > 1, is smooth. Let ~v-imp, ~,~, denote the subalgebras of pure impulses 
and smooth distributions, respectively'. If f E ~ .... then the distributional 
derivative of f ,  f *  8(} 1), equals f0 ,  + f(O+)8, where fu) (i > 0) denotes the 
distribution that corresponds to the ordinary ith derivative of f on R+. Let 
~imp,- ' ~'*mp×t denote the s-vector version of ~mp and the s × t-matrix version 
of ~mp, respectively. If c~ ~ N, then 8~ t) - a6 ~ ~p-mlp is invertible; its 
smooth inverse equals exp(at) on N+. If A is any square real matrix, then 
I8~ ~) - A8 is invertible with inverse exp(At) on N+ [12]. A distribution f is 
. . . .  [ p a fractumal ,repulse ff f = f~ • f~ , f12 e ~%.np, f2 e 0. The class of these 
fractional impulses, ~f, is isomorphic to the field [~(s) of rational functions [9, 
Proposition 2.3]. For more results concerning ~imp, see [12, 13], also [8-11], 
and, of course, [25]. 
It follows from the above that the treatment can be kept fully algebraic 
Therefore, we set p := 8} 1), 1 = p0 := 8, p-1 := 8,} 1) =d,  and, in general, 
pa := 8,~J~, j ~ 2~; convolution * of distributions i denoted by juxtaposition, 
and the distributional derivative of f ~ ~ .... f * 8~ ~), is thus written as pf. 
Hence pf =fo)  +f (0  +) if f ~ 75;,,, [note t~at f(0 +) =f(0+)l] ,  and pif = 
v'~ 1 ,j,c(~ 1 j)(0+), i > 1. It should be mentioned that the operator f<i) + ,--j=o v J 
p is not equal to the Heaviside operator D = d/dx [9,6]; if pf = - f ,  with 
f~  ~;,,, then (p + 1) f= 0, so that f=  0, but if Df= - f ,  then f ( t )  = 
f0 exp(- t )  (f0 ~ ~). For appreciating the power of our Laplace-inspired 
calculus [13; 6; 28, Chapters 6, 44], the next result may be helpful. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let ao, a 1 . . . . .  as, bo, b 1 . . . . .  bs+ t E ~, bs+ t 4: O, a~ 
s >~O,t >~ 1. Then 
h := [asp s -4-....-l-alp ..4- aol[bs+tP s+t + ... +b lp  + b0] -1 
is smooth, 
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:¢=0, 
h(i)(0 +) =0,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  t -2 ,  
bs+th(i)(o +) + bs+t_lh(i-1)(O +) + ... +bs+2t_l_ih(t-1)(O +) = as+t_l_i, 
i=t - l , t  . . . .  , s+t -1 ,  
and bs+th(s+t) + "'" +bx h(1) + boh = O. 
Proof. Since bs+tp~+th + ... +b lph  + b o = asp s + ... +a lp  + ao, 
we get bs+t h(s+t) + bs+t[~s3+to-XpJh(s+t-l-J)(o+)]  ... +bs+lh (s+l) + 
bs+l[E~=opJh(~-J)(O+)] + bsh (o + bs[E~-lpJh(s-l-J)(o+)] + ... +b lh  (1) + 
blh(O ÷) + boh =asp  s + '' ' +a lp  + a o. As ~sm ~P~mv =0,  the last 
statement is immediate. In addition, we find that 
bs+th(O +) = O, 
bs+th(1)(O +) + bs+t_lh(O +) = 0 . . . . .  
b~+th(t-2)(O+) + bs+t_lh(t-3)(O+) + "'" +bs+eh(0 +) = 0, 
bs+th(t-~)(O + ) + bs+t_~h(t-'Z)(O + ) + ... +bs+lh(O +) = as, 
bs+th(t)(O +) + bs+t_lh(t-t)(O +) + ... +bsh(O +) = as_ ~ . . . . .  
bs+th(s+t-2)(O+) + bs+t_xh(~+t-a)(o+)  ... +bt+lh(t-1)(O +) 
+ bth( t -2 ) (O+)  + ... +b2h(O +) = al, 
bs+th(s+t-1)(O +) + bs+t_lh(s+t-2)(O +) + ... +bth(t-D(O +) 
+ bt_lh(t-2)(O +) + ... +blh(O +) = ao, 
so that the other statements are clear as well. • 
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In the sequel, I~t(s) stands for the t-vector version of N(s), and M ~ ( .~) 
:= {p ~ [~tlMp ~.~} if M ~ ~s×t, .Z~a G ~s. 
Now, instead of (1.2), we consider the distributional system ~: 
L i ('2.1) a(p)x  = t~u + ~ pAj+~+~ o;, 
j=0 ~=0 
with [Equation (1.5)] 
A(p)  = pkA k + pk -  lAk_ 1 + "'" +pA l + A o, (.2.2) 
xo := [X~o, x~, . . . . .  xr(k_,)]r ~ Nk,,, arbitrary, u ~ ~i~p. For every pair 
(Xo, u) ~ N k" × ~imp we define the solution set [8] 
9(~0,u) := ~ " a (p )x=Su+ E p%+i+, ~0j , 
.j=o \ ~=o 
(2.3) 
and every x ~S'~(~70, u) is called a solution of (2.1) for (x0, u). By defining 
z 1 := x, z i := pzi_ ~ -Xo(i_2), i=  2 . . . . .  k, equation (2.1) can be trans- 
formed into the first-order system 
('2.4a) 
with 
1(k-U,, 0 ] 
E=[ o ak' -a0  [ -A1 ..... --ak-I] ' 
.=[o] 
(2.4b) 
and the solution sets ~(x0 ,  u) ca be expressed in terms of those for (2.4) and 
vice versa (Appendix, Lemma A.1). This observation explains the form of 
(2.1), as, moreover, (2.4a) turns out to be the proper distributional version of 
Ez° ) ( t )  = Az( t )  + Bu(t )  on R + [12, 6, 27, 28, 3, 8]. The k parameters x0; 
may be regarded as the values of x(J)(t) "at t = 0 ," immediately before 
starting the dynamical process given by (1.2) ( j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1), just as -~0 
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in (2.4a) can be seen as z (0- )  [6, 27, 28, 3, 8]. If A k is invertible, then the 
parameters Xoj are equal to x~J)(0 +) ( j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1), where x denotes 
the unique smooth solution of 2£ for any given smooth input u (Appendix, 
Proposition A.3; [26]). In general, (2.1) reduces to (1.2) if u as well as x is 
smooth. This follows from Lemma 2.2. It should be stressed that (2.1), unlike 
(1:2), is meant as an algebraic equation in x alone rather than in x and its 
derivatives x0), i = 1 , . . . ,  k. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let "2 0 ~- ~kn ,  U = U 1 + U2, U 1 E ~'p_mmp , tt 2 ~ ~'sm m, X = X 1 
+ X 2 ~S '~(~0,  U), X 1 ~ ~"- i~p, X2 ~ ~",~" Then  
) a(p)xl + E pa j+,+l  x~J)(0 +) 
j=0 \ i=0 
k l( lj ) 
= Bul  + E ~,, ~ (2.5a) pAj+i+l Xoj, 
j=0 i=0 
A(p) x2 = Su2 + ~ pAj+,+~ x~J)(o+). (2.5b) 
j~0 ~ i=0 
= 52k- leek -  1-j,, i . Proof .  As A(p)x l  + A(p)x2  Bu l  + Bu2 + j=0,  i=0 t" 
Aj+~+l)xoj ,  and px 2 = [px  2 - x2(0+)] + xe(0+), with px 2 - xz(O +) = x~ 1) 
smooth, p2x 2 = {p[ px z - xz(0+)] - x~l)(0+)} + [x~l)(0 +) + px2(0+)], with 
p[ px 2 - x.2(0+)] - x~l)(0 +) = px~ 1) - x~l)(0 +) = x~ 2) smooth, etc., (2.5) is 
clear, since ~p-imp f"l ~sm = O. • 
REMARK 2.3. Lemma 2.2 is the generalization for higher-order systems 
of the Main Lemma 2.3 for first-order systems in [8]. Observe that 
) A(p)x-  E pAj+i+li x(J)(O+ ) 
j=0 \ i=0 
= Akx  (k) + Ak_~x (k -O  + .. .  +AlX(1)  + Aox (2.6) 
if x is smooth. Thus it follows from Lemma 2.2 that (2.1) reduces to (1.2) if u 
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and x are both smooth. Our choice for ~ as regular subset of the allowed 
distributioa] class for (1.2) enables us to circumvent such issues as making a 
distinction between inputs and state trajectories regarding the level of re- 
quired smoothness [8]. Also, ~,,,p is closed under convolution, and it appears 
to be large enough for a satisfactory discussion of various system properties 
[3, 12, 16, 26, 8-11]; see also below. Note that (2.1) can be seen as an 
initial-value problem for a linear DAE on N+, with constant coefficients, in 
the distribution sense. 
COROLLARY 2.4. ifY, o ~ Nk,,, U ~ ~',,',, X ~S'~(~0, U) N G','n, then 
-A  1 A 2 A3 --. Ak_ 1 Ak 
A 2 A 3 A 4 -.. A~ 0 
A 3 A 4 A s ... 0 0 
Ak_ 2 Ak_ l A k ".- 0 0 
Ak- i Ak 0 ... 0 0 
A k 0 0 ... 0 0 
~¢°~(0+) - xoo 
x~l)(0 +) - x01 
x~2)(0 ÷) - x0~ 
x~k-~)(O +) - xo(~ 2) 
x(k- 1)(0+ ) - Xo( k__ l) 
= 0 .  
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). Assume that the circuit of Example 1.1 was 
not at rest for t < 0, but that we have no precise information about the 
trajectory of I ( t )  on ( -o0,0) .  Let I001 denote the value of 11 "at 0- , "  so 
I t (0- )  = I001, and let Vc(0-)  denote the value of the potential V c of the 
capacitor "at 0-.'" Since, always, V c = V c and LI~ l) = Vl~, it follows that 
Vc(O ) = Llol 1, with I011 = I~ 1)(0-). Now, suppose we choose I ~ ~i.1t~ on 
~+. Then [6; 27; 28, Chapters 6, 44] 
pL I  1 = V L + LI001, 
12 
pVc = c + vc (o - ) ,  v, ,  = v , : ,  
so that 
12 I2 
p2LI1 = -~ + pLIoo 1 + Vc(O-  ) = ~ + pLIom + Llol 1, 
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as a result of which we have the system Y: 
= [0 ] i+  [~ 0][Ioo~] 0 
F , ]  
since I=  I1 + 12. I f the input  / as well as the state trajeetory ]1~ ] is smooth, 
then, by Corollary 2.4, I1(0 +) = Ioo l, I~1)(0+) = Iol 1, and we reobtain the 
network system in Section 1. 
In the remainder of this section we investigate two geometric oncepts of 
interest, based on the description (2.1)-(2.3). 
DEFINITION 2.5. A point )70 ~ ~k,, is called consistent if there exist an 
input u ~ ~m and a state trajectory x ~(~o,U)  A ~s"m such that for all 
j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - I one has x(J)(0 ÷) = Xoj. The space of consistent points is 
denoted by Io(E). 
A point )70 ~ R k" is called instantaneously controllable if there exist a 
control u ~ ~¢o'~m~e- e and a trajectory x ~Sa(~0, u )A  g'~"-imp- The space of 
instantaneously controllable points is denoted by Ii(~). 
In other words, if a certain smooth function u :~ +---, R"  and a certain 
smooth function x : E+~ ~n are such that (1.2) holds for all t > 0, then 
)70 := [(x(0+)) T, (x(1)(0+)) ~. . . . .  (x (k-t)(0+))T]T ~ It(E). See also Remark 
2.3. Thus, I t(E) stands for the subspace of ~kn for which (2.1) has classical 
solutions [7]. The subspace Ii(E) contains those points for which (2.1) is 
satisfied by purely impulsive controls and state trajectories. The sum of the 
two spaces turns out to equal the space of points for which (2.1) makes sense 
in view of solvability. 
THEOREM 2.6. 
Proof. One direction is trivial. Next, let )70 ~ Rk", u = u I + u2, u 1 
~mmp, u 2 ~ ~,  x = x 1 + xe ~S~()7o, U), x 1 be purely impulsive, and x 2 
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be smooth. Then f := [(x2(0 +))~, (x~))(0 + ))r . . . .  , (x~k - ,)(0 + ))7' ]7' ~ I,~(E) by 
(2.5b), and fo - f ~ I~(E) by (2.5a). Hence fo = ~ + (fo - f )  ~ I , fE)  + 
Ii(E)- 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Assume that [ Ak, A k t . . . . .  A l, A0, B] is of fidl row 
rank. Then for every Xo ~ ~k,~ there exists an input u ~ ~i',~ip such that 
5'~(fo, u )# Q/ f  and only if [A (s ) , -B ]  is right-invertible as a rational 
matrix. If  [ A( s), -B ]  is invertible, then for every Xo there exists exactly one 
such u ~ ~i',~p and exactly one such trajectory x ~S~(fo ,  u). 
Proof. Let A(S)Rl(S) + ( -B )R2(s )  = I t for almost all s ~ C, with 
Rl(S), Re(s) rational matrices of appropriate sizes. If Xo ~ ~l,,, is given, 
arbitrary, then 
:= E P'Aj+i+ l xoj ~- ~i~,+p '',
j j=o ,=o 
and x ~SP(f0,  u) by (2.1). Conversely, let [rl(s.)]7" ~ ~Z(s) be such that 
rl(s)[A(s), -B ]  = 0. Then, for every x0 ~ ~k,,, 
n(p)  E = o. (2.7) P Aj+i+ 1 Xoj 
j=O \ i=0 
First, take Xol . . . . .  Xo( k 1) = 0, Xoo arbitrary. We get that r/(p)[ pk- iAk 
+ "'" +A l] = 0, i.e., r / (p ) [pk - lA  k + ... +AI] p = 0, and hence r l (p )A  o = 
0, as r l (p )A(p)  = 0. Then, take x(~ = Xoz . . . . .  Xo(k_~) = 0, xol arbi- 
trary; (2.7) yields that "q(p)[pk-2A k + ... +A2] = 0, i.e., r l (p)[pk-2Ak + 
• "" +A2]p e = 0 = r l (p ) [A(p)  - pAl - A o] = - 'q (p )pA 1 = 0, and hence 
rt(p)A~ = 0. In this way, it follows that rl(p)A~ = 0, i = 0,1 . . . . .  
k - 2, and finally, by setting x~ = xol . . . . .  Xo(k_2) = 0, Xo( k_ l) arbi- 
trary, we get r l (p )A  k = 0, so that also r t (p)A k i = 0. We observe that 
r/( p)[ A k . . . . .  A 1, A o, B] = 0 and therefore "q(s) = 0. The second statement 
is now clear, since Rl(s) and R2(s) are unique if [ A(s), - B ] is invertible. • 
If the system E has the property that for every x0 ~ Ek,~ there exists a 
control u ~ ~inlp with ~ x0, u) ~ •, then we will call E control-solvable, as 
we did in [8, Section 3] for a first-order system. Proposition 2.7 states that 
is control-solvable if and only if [A(s), -B ]  is right-invertible as a rational 
matrix, provided [ At, A k_ 1 . . . . .  A I, A 0, B] is of full row rank. Theorem 2.6 
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says that ~ is control-solvable if and only if the consistent subspace and the 
instantaneously controllable subspace span the entire state space. Proposition 
A.5 yields subspace algorithms for the computation of I~(E) and Ii(~)- A 
numerically stable algorithm for determining I¢(~) is given in Section 3; a 
similar algorithm for Ii(]~) can be derived from the one for Io(~) (see 
Remark 4.6). 
Theorem 2.6 specifies when for a given point x0 at least one solution set 
is nonempty. In general, S':(~ 0, u) may be empty or even contain infinitely 
many elements. Our final result of this section concerns uniqueness of state 
trajectories alone. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. For every pair (Xo, u) ~ ~k,, × ~mp, S,,(~O, U) con- 
tains at most one element if and only if A(s) is left-invertible as a rational 
matrix. I f  A(s) is invertible as a rational matrix, then for every pair 
- -  kn  m - • (x o, u )~ R × ~i~-, ~:(x o, u) contains exactly one element x = 
-1  k -1  k - l - j  i [a (p) ]  [Bu + Ej=0(E~=0 pAj+,+l)Xoj]. 
Proof. First statement, ~:  For every pair (x0, u) ~ fl~ ~', ~c:(~0, u) is 
either empty or nonempty. In the latter case, assume that xl. 2 ~S:(~o, u). 
Then A(p)Ax  = 0 with Ax = x I - x2, so that Ax = 0. 
: If A(s)x(s) = O, x(s) ~ ~n(s), then ~ := x(p)  ~ ~i~p, and {0, ~} 
S:(0, 0). Hence ~ = 0 and thus x(s) = O. 
Second statement: Obviously, x = [A(p)] - l [Bn + E~-J(E~__-0~-Jp ~. 
Aj+i+l)xoj] ES:(~2o, u), and x is the only trajectory in S:(~ 0, u), because of 
the above. • 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). For every Ioo 1, Ioo 2, lo11, Iol 2, and I ~ G:im p, 
the solution set has exactly one element t2 ' 
( 1)-1(, ) 
11 = p2 + -~ -~ + ploo I + lol 1 , I~ = I - -  11; 
note that 
I LC 1 
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is invertible as a rational matrix. Set /x := (LC)  1/2. As 
( 1 )-1 = [/zsin(t//x) ' t ~ ~+, 
p2+ L-C ~0, t<0,  
we find that 
Ii(t ) =Ioolcos(~)+/Xloilsin(~ ) + ]--ftsin(t-r)I(r)dr,lzq3 \ tz t @ ~+, 
if I ~ ~m- Thus, I1(0 +) = 1001, I~1)(0 +) = 1011. I f  we choose I ( t )  = (I00 ~ + 
I002) + (1011 + 1012)1 (t ~ R+), then 12 (0+) = I002, 1~1)(0 +) = I01,2, so 
I , (E) = R 4. On the other hand, if I is a unit impulse ( I  = 1), then we get 
I , ( t)  = (1/ /z  + /Zlol 1) s in(t/ /x)  + I001 cos(t/t*),  I~)(t )  = (1 /LC  + 
IoH)cos(t/tz)  - ( Iool / tz)s in(t / tz)  (t ~ ~+). Thus, I1(0 +) = I1(0-) (i.e, I 1 
is continuous), but I~ = I -  11, so 12 exhibits an impulse. Consequently, 
Vc(O +) = V,(O +) =LI~I)(o +) = 1/C  + LIoH = 1 /C  + Vc(O-), so r~(O+) 
- Vc(O-) = I /C ;  the potential of the capacitor makes a jump at O. 
3. CONSISTENCY AND GENERAL IZED CONSISTENCY 
In Definition 2.5 a point x0 = [ r xoT1, . X r lr Rkn x00 . . . .  - 0(k- ~p ~ is called 
consistent if there exist a smooth input u and an associated smooth trajecto U
x ~,5'~(~" o, u) such that for all i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1 one has x(°(0 +) = Xoi. In 
Definition 3.1 consistency is identified with weak consistency of degree 0. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1. A point ~0 ~ Rk" is called 
weakly consistent of degree j if there exist a control u ¢ c~s~' , and a state 
trajectory, x ¢SP(~o,U) A ~'s~, such that x(i)(O +) = Xoi, i = O, 1 . . . . .  k - 
1 - j .  A point x0 ~ Rk" is called weakly consistent of degree k if there exists 
an input u ¢ ~s~"~ such that S'~(~0, u) • ~s~l # 0 .  For every j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k, 
the space of points that are weakly consistent of degree j is denoted by 
I[o(E), with I ° (E )  = I~(£). 
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For further use, we set 
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H := 
A1 A2 A3 ... Ak_ 1 Ak 
A 2 A 3 A 4 " ' "  A k 0 
A 3 A 4 A 5 "" 0 0 
Ak_ 2 Ak_ 1 At, "" 0 0 
Ak_ 1 A k 0 --- 0 0 
A k 0 0 "" 0 0 
(3.1a) 
and 
7fo(E ) := kerH.  (3.1b) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If j ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  k}, then 
IJw~(~') = I~(X) + (TW°(~') A ker[ I(k-j)"O oj.O ] ) .  
In addition, IJwo(~,) + Ii(5~) = Ic(5~) + Ii(~). 
Proof. The case j=0 is clear. Now, let j~{1 . . . . .  k -  1}. I f  Xo ~ 
I Jc(~), then x(°(0 +) = Xoi , i = O, 1 . . . . .  k - 1 - j, and thus, by Corollary 
2.4, 
[Aj+x Akj+2 AkA1 0ak]IxkJ 0' x kJ 1 
Ak-1 Ak 
LAk 0 "'" 0 0 J [  X(k- 1)(0+) X°(k-l)J 
=0.  
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Set 2: = [(x(0 +))r, (x(1)(0+))T . . . . .  (x(k-  1)(0+))r ]r. Then, by the foregoing, 
k ,,, o 1 
2:o-- 2: ~0(x)  PI er[ 0 0j,]" 
In addition, by (2.5b), we have 2: E I,,(E), and 2:o = 2: + (2:0 - 2:). If j = k, 
and 2:o ~ Nk,, is such that for a certain smooth u we have ,fi°(20, u) # O, 
then Xo - 2 ~ 7~o(E) (Corollary 2.4). Thus, we have proven the first ekdm. 
Next, since, for every x0 ~(~' )  one has 0 ~-~(2:o,0), it follows that 
~0(E)  c_ Ii(E). Hence, by using the first statement, I~c(E)+ I i (2 )= 
I~(E) + I~(E) for everyj  = 0, 1 . . . . .  k. • 
1 "'" _ G( '2 )  c According to Proposition 3.2, I,.(~) _C Iw~.(~) G C _ I~,.,. (~) 
k G "'" G Iw¢.(E) = I,.(E) + 7f0(E)- For k = 1, ('2.1) reads 
pAlX + Aox = Bu + A lx  o, (:3.2) 
n m • , with x o [~, u ~ ~im~, and x ~(Xo ,  U). Then, weak consistent? of 
degree 1 coincides with the concept of weak consistency for (3.2), as defined 
in [8]. There, the first-order system (3.2) is called impulse-controllable if 
every, x 0 E IR" is weakly consistent. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The system E is called impulse-controllable if eveo~ 
2:o ~ ~k,, is weakly consistent of degree k. 
The next main result of this section generalizes associated statements in 
[8, Theorem 4.5] for the system (3.2). 
TrtEOREM 3.4. Let j  ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  k}. Then 
i~c(X) = ~k. ¢~ I~.(X) + ~/o(X) N ker{ 0 Oj,, 
Next, assume that [A k, Ak_ ~ . . . . .  A 1, A o, B] is of  full row rank. Then 
G( '2 )  = 
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if only if 
~t=im A k + im B 
+[Ak- j ,  Ak-j+l . . . . .  Ak-1 ] 
X ker 
Ak-j+l Ak-j+2 Ak-j+3 "" Ak_ 1 
Ak-j+2 Ak-j+3 Ak-j+4 ... A k 
Ak_ 1 A k 0 ", 0 
A k 0 0 ... 0 
Ak- 
0 
0 
0 
(3.3) 
Proof. The first statement is immediate from Proposition 3.2. The 
second statement follows from a combination of Lemmas A.1, A.2 and 
Theorems A.9, A.11 in the Appendix. • 
COROLLARY 3.5. Assume that [ A k, Ak_ 1 . . . . .  A l, A 0, B] is of fuU row 
rank. Then every ~o ~ Rk" is consistent if and only if [ A k, B] is of full row 
rank. 
Proof. Set j = 0 in (3.3) (the final block term does not appear). • 
COROLLAaY 3.6. The system Y, is impulse-controllable if and only if 
/o (x)  +  o(X) = R k". (3.4) 
Assume that [ A k, Ak_ 1 . . . . .  A1, A0, B] is of full row rank. Then ~ is 
impulse-controllable if and only if 
im A k + im B + [A o, A 1 . . . . .  Ak_l]7/F0(~) = ~l  (3.5) 
Proof. Combine Definition 3.3 with Theorem 3.4 for j = k. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). According to Corollary 3.5, every 
[I0ol, /'002, /011, /012] T is consistent; we established that already in Section 2. 
Now, let ~fr denote the system ~ without he matrix B (the free response of 
~). Since, then, on ~+ we have/'l(t) =/'001 cos(t/ix) + Ix/011 sin(t/ix), with 
Ix = (LC) 1/2, and 12 = -/'1, it is obvious from Definition 3.3 that ~fr is 
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impulse-controllable. As 
[1° 1 - 1 0 and I,,(~fr) = im 0 1 
0 - i  
~o(Xf~) = ~r/~o(X) = im 
(3.4) is indeed satisfied for ~fr, and so is (3.5). The free response of £ is 
oscillating [28] unless it was at rest for t < 0. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Consider the first-order system (3.2): 
i 
pAlx  + Aox = Bu + A lx  o, 
with A1, A 0 ~ ~t×,,, B ~ ~lZm rank[A1, A0 ' B] = 1. The system is im- 
pulse-controllable if and only if 
im A 1 + im B +A 0kerA l = ~t, 
by [8, Theorem 4.5]. By setting A 2 = 0, this system may be seen as a 
second-order system in disguise, and, according to Theorem 3.6, it is 
impulse-controllable if and only if 
A A~] = ~l .  
im A 2 + im B + [A 0,A1]ker A, 2 0 
It is clear that the two conditions are equivalent. 
Observe that the conditions (3.3), (3.5) are expressed in terms of the 
system coefficients only; thus, one can easily check whether any given system 
is impulse-controllable or not, without having to compute the consistent 
subspace. On the other hand, since this subspace appears to be one of the 
most relevant geometric oncepts in the foregoing, a simply implementable 
and numerically stable algorithm for its computation is certainly desirable. 
Our GCSA (general consistent subspace algorithm), presented below, 
extends the SSSA (singular system structure algorithm) for a system (3.2) [1] 
to a higher-order system of the form (2.1). 
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GENERAL CONSISTENT SUBSPACE ALGORITHM (GCSA). 
Step O. Initialization. Set i = 0 and 
Eo = Ak, 
D0 = o, 
Step 1. Iteration i. 
such that 
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Ao = [ -Ao , -A1  . . . . .  -Ak - l ] ,  D o = B, Co = 0, 
C O =0,  G O =0,  H 0 =0,  I 0 =0.  
Find orthogonal transformation matrices U i and V i 
n kn m n kn m 
x~i /3i] I f  Ai+I Bi+I] 
H i 0 = 0 1 -Ai ~i 
and 
kn m kn m 
with Ei + 1, Oi + 1 of full row rank. Wri te  __C i + 1 = [ F/+ 1,1, F/+ 1, 2 . . . . .  /7/+ 1, k ], 
with every Fi+l, j having n columns. Set Gi+ 1 = Fi+l,k, Hi+ 1 = 
[0, --/7/+1, 1 . . . . .  -F ,+  1, k_ 11. 
Stopping criterion. Set 
Ii+ l = [ Ii _Ci+l]" 
I f  rank I~+ 1 = rank Ii, then set a = i; otherwise go to step 1 for iteration 
i+1 .  
THEOREM 3.8. 
ot 
Io (~)  = N kerCj .  
j=0 
Proof. See Proposition A.6 in the Appendix. 
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EXAMPLE 1.2 (Cont inued) .  Cons ider  E: 
11+[  oil[x:] 
0 1 0 X012 tXoo2J ] 
Appl icat ion of  the GCSA yields _.C 1 = [ - 1, - 1, - 1, 0] and __C 2 = 0. Thus, 
1 -1  
I~(~)  =ker [ -1 , -1 , -1 ,O]  = im 0 1 " 
0 0 
As, further, 
is impulse-contro l lable.  Let  us take a look at the solution sets for ~. For  
any Xoo ~, Xoo 2, x011, Xol 2, and u ~ ~'imp, possible solutions x 1 and x 2 must 
satisfy 
p2X 1 ~- p (2X  1 -- X2) -- X 1 = U "]- [ (  p "]- 2 )  37001 -- X002 -]- X01,] , (3.6a)  
(p  + 1)x  I + x 2 = X,,ol. (3 .6b)  
Subst itut ion of  (3.6b) into (3.6a) yields 
[2p2+3p-1]x l=u+[2(p+l )xoo l -Xooz+Xo11] ,  (3.7)  
so that 
and 
x l=(2p  e + 3p--  1) - l{u  + [2(p + 1)Xoo 1 -Xoo  2 + x0,,l} (3.Sa) 
x e = - (p  + 1) x 1 + Xoo,; (3 .8b)  
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for every initial condition and every input the solution set has exactly one 
element, as expected (Proposition 2.8), because 
A(s )  = [ s2+2s- ls+l  -S]l  
is invertible as a rational matrix. I f  in (3.8a) we set u = 0 ~ ~sm, then it 
follows from Lemma 2.1 that x 1 ~ ~sm, xl(0+) = x001, x~l)(0+) = (-x001 - 
x0o 2 + x0H)/2,  and 2x~ 2) + 3x~ D - x 1 = 0. Hence, by (3.8b), x 2 = -x  1 - 
x~ 1) ~ ~m,  and thus we have shown by definition that ~ is (indeed) 
impulse-controllable. Also, if Y3 := PXl - Xool, Y4 := PX2 - Xooa, then Y3 = 
x~ 1), smooth, but Y4 = --(X001 + Xoo2 -I- X011)/2 -- X~ 1) -- X~ 2). 
Now, interpret the first-order system in Example 1.2 in the distribution 
sense, with Xoo i, Xol ~ regarded as x/(0-) ,  x~l)(0-), respectively (i = 1,2) 
[6,27]. With x 1 and x 2 as in the above, we find x2(0 +) = -Xl (0 +) -  
x~l)(0 +) "~-- (--X001 q- X002 -- X011)//2. As Y4 = PX2 - X2(0-), we recover the 
expression for Y4. Further, as yz = px I - xl(0-) ,  xl(0 +) = xl(0-) ,  we get 
Y3 =x~ ~). Finally, x l -2y  3 +y4 +u =x~-3x~ 1) -x~ 2) - (x0o  ~ +X0o 2 + 
x0H)/2  = PY3 - x~ ~)(0-) = x~ 2) + x] ~)(0+) - XoH, which is the case, since 
2x~ 2)+3x~ 1) -x  1 =0and x 1 +x  2 +y3 =0.  
Thus, we establish, directly as well as indirectly, that for all xl(O-), 
x2(0-), x]l)(0-), and x(21)(0 - )  the distributional form (2.1) of (1.2) has, for 
u = 0, a solution that is smooth on E+, even though the system in Example 
1.2 is not impulse-controllable. Indeed, (3.5) is valid, but im A 2 + im B + 
A 1 ker A 2 ¢ Re; the distributional derivative of x I equals x] 1) - xl(O-), but 
px 2 is not equal to x(21) - xz(0-).  
EXAMPLE 3.9. Consider E: 
/lip i] p [1 o i] • [i °]/ x1 11  
[0 {[i [i i]I 1 0 0 -1  Xool ] + . = u + p + 0 x°11 2 o])tx°° J Xol  
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Apply ing the GCSA yields C,  = [ -  1, - 1, -2 ,  0], _.Cz = [0, 0, 3, -3 ] ,  C a = 0. 
Thus, 
[i 12  ]=im 1 Ic(~, ) = ker 0 0 3 - 0 o 
0 
Also, 
[°i] ~//~o(E) = im -2  ' 0 
and hence E is impulse-contro l lable.  Observe that 
[i o] im A 2 + imB =im 1 , 
0 
A l ker A 2 = im , 
but  im A 2 + imB +[Ao ,  A1]~) ( ]~)=I~ a. For  any Xoo 1, Xoo2, Xol 1, xo~ z, 
and u ~ ~'i,"ip, possible e lements  of  the solution set must  satisfy 
pex  1 --  pX 1 -}" 2px  2 = ( p --  l ) xoo  1 -}- "2Xoo 2 Jr- Xoll,  (3 .9a)  
x 2 = u, (3.9b) 
2px 1 + x 1 + x 2 = 2Xoo~, (3 .9c )  
and thus, from (3.9a) and (3.9c), 
( p - 1)x~ + 2x  2 = x,)o, + p 1( __X001 _}_ ~X002 -t- X011) , (3.10) 
(2p + 1)x  1 +x  2=2xoo ~. (3.11) 
Hence,  from (3.11), (4p  + 2)x 1 + 2x2 = 4Xom, and by combin ing  this equa-  
t ion with (3.10), we get 
(3p  n L 3) X 1 = 3X001 -- p 1( __X001 _~_ 2X002 ~_ X011), (3 .12)  
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so that 
x l=(P+l ) - l (x°° l -P - l ( -x°° l+2x°°2+X° l l ) )3"  (3.13) 
As (p  + 1) -1 equals exp( - t )  on ~+ (and zero elsewhere), and p-1 = 1, 
constant, on ~+ (and zero elsewhere), we establish immediately that x 1 is 
smooth, xl(0 ÷) = Xoo 1. In addition, by (3.13), 
pxl  = ( p + 1 - -1 )x l=Xoo l - -p - l ( - -Xoo I -~-2Xoo2- I -Xo l l )  
3 - x l '  
(3.14) 
and hence x~ 1) = px 1 - Xl(0 +) = -p - l ( -xoo  I + 2Xoo 2 + Xo11)/3 - x~, 
smooth, and x~l)(0 +) = -(2Xoo 1 + 2Xoo 2 + Xoll)/3. Next, by (3.11) and 
(3.13), 
X 2 = - - (2p  "}- 1) X 1 -~- 2X001 = - - (2p  + 2) X 1 + X 1 + ~X001 
=-2(p + 1)(p + 1)l(xool --]9-1(--XooI-k "Xoo2WXoll))3 +Xl +2X001 
=+2p l|--XooiW2Xoo2+Xoll|[ ~ -'}- Xl, (3.15) 
[ ] 3 
smooth, and x2(0 +) = (Xoo 1 + 4Xoo 2 + 2Xo11)/3. In addition, by (3.15) and 
(3.14), 
px2 (  x°°2 x°l ) 3   pxl 
X001 + 4X002 q- 2X011 -1(--X001 q- 2X002 -k X°ll ) 
3 -P  3 - X 1 , 
and x(21) = px 2 - x2(0 ÷) = -p - l ( -Xoo  I + 2x002 + XoH)/3 - x 1. It follows 
x ]T there exists exactly one control u that for every x0 = [xool, Xooz, Xo11, o12 
such that Sz(~ o, u) ~ Q; if this is the case, then ~(~o,  u) contains exactly 
[x~/, with x I and x 2 smooth and given in (3.13) and (3.15), and one element  
t I 
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u = x 2, by (3.9b). Note that uniqueness of state trajectories follows also 
directly from Proposition 2.8, since 
a(+)  = [ s 2 - s 2s ] 0 1 
2s+l  1 
is left-invertible as a rational matrix, and that, for evew Xo, the existence and 
uniqueness of the control u as well as the state trajectory x ~S~'(~ o,u) is 
immediate from Proposition 2.7, as [A(s ) , -B ]  is actually invertible. If 
Xo ~ I,,(£), i.e., if Xoo I = ql - 2q,2, Xoo,2 = -q l ,  Xoll = q-2, and Xol 2 = q2, 
ql,,Z ~ ~, then xl(0 +) = X0ol, x~l)(0 +) = q2 = xoll, x,2(0+) = -q l  = Xoo,,, 
and x~l)(0 +) = -(2Xo01 + 2Xoo, 2 + xou) /3  = q2 = xow, as expected. 
If I~(£) = 0, then the system (2.1) has no solutions in the classical sense 
(see Section 2), and in that case we may" call ~ classically unsolvable. 
Corol lau 3.10 presents a condition for classical usolvabilitv. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Assume that kerB = 0. Then I~ , (E )= 0 ,~ 
rank[A(s), -B ]  = n + m for every, s ~ C. 
Proof. Combine Proposition A.4 ~a4th [11, Appendix, Lemma 1]. • 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). Consider Eli, the free response of 5. As 
A(s)  = [ s'~l -1 /LC] , I  
it follows that, for every s E C \ {++i/LC}, rank A(s) = 2. Thus, /,.(Err) 4= 0 
by Corollary 3.10 (an empty- matrix B is assumed left-invertible by conven- 
tion), which is indeed the case. 
EXAMPLE 3.9 (Continued). Tile free response of the system in Example 
3.9 is classically unsolvable, by Corollary 3.10. Application of the GCSA to the 
free response leads to the same conclusion. 
REMARK 3.11. The advantages of a direct, algebraic approach for im- 
plicit systems (2.1) on I~ + become apparent in the above examples. First of 
all, the higher-order system (2.1) is expressed in terms of the original state 
trajectories only, unlike its first-order pendant (2.4), and thus the number of 
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system equations i  as small as possible. Next, operations uch as differentia- 
tion and integration can be performed on the equations involved without 
having to be extra careful, as multiplication of any equation by p or p-1 
leaves that equation invariant. Further, it should be emphasized that a 
matrix-valued version of Lemma 2.1 is rather straightforward, if notationally 
more complicated; it is omitted. 
REMARK 3.12. In a so-called R-L-C electrical circuit (a network with at 
least one resistor, one inductor, and one capacitor), activated at t = 0, the 
co 2 energy loss in a resistor is equal to foRIR(t)dt, where R denotes the 
resistance and In(t) the current hrough the resistor. Thus, a possible control 
objective might be: Choose the input variables (for instance, the incoming 
current, or the source potential) in such a way that the total loss of energy in 
all resistors is minimized [28, Chapter 6]. Control problems of this form for 
the system £ (2.1)-(2.3), with output equation 
y = Cx + Du, (3.16) 
C (~ ~r× n, D ~ R r× m, are called linear-quadratic control problems (LQCPs), 
and the LQCPs with and without stability are defined as follows. 
(LQCP)+: For all x0 ~ ~kn determine 
dt J+(x0)  := inf yr ( t )y ( t )  
, (3 .1v)  
and if J+(x0) < m for every x0, then compute, if possible, for every x0 an 
input ~ ~ Ws m and an associated ~ ~(~o,U)  N ~s"m, ~(t) --+ 0 (t --+ ~), 
such that, with ff = C~ + D~, one has foTlT(t)~(t)dt = J+(~0). 
(LQCP)-: For all x0 ~ ~k,,, determine 
{j0 [u] } m+n ~,~( .~o,U) ,  (3.18)  J - (x0)  := inf yr ( t )y ( t )  dt ~ <,, , x 
and if J - (x0)  < ~ for every x0, then compute, if possible, for every x0 an 
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input u ~ ~ and an associated ~ ~5'~(20, u) A c~,, such that, with ~ = 
CJ7 + Dg, one has fo~tr(t)~l(t)dt =J-(~,,). 
Obviously, impulse controllability is necessary for each LQCP to be 
solvable. If there exists a symmetric matrix P+~ ~k,,×k,, > 0 such that, for 
all Xo, J+(x0)=- r  +- xoP x o, then ~0(~) _c kerP +, as 0 ~5:(~0,0) for eveu' 
-r0 ~ ~¢:0 (~;). Hence there exists a symmetric matrix K+~ I~ klxkt (not neces- 
sarily > 0) such that P+= HrK+H.  In this way the search for the optimal 
cost J+(x0) reduces to the problem of determining a symmetric K + such 
that for all 2 0 ~ Nk,, one has J+(.7 0) = -r r + - x o H K Hx o. A similar story can be 
told for (LQCP) . 
For the case k = 1, i.e., for a system ~ of the form (3.2), LQCPs are 
investigated in, e.g., [12], [3], [15], [19], and [11], and in the last paper it is 
demonstrated that optimal costs tbr LQCPs subject to a first-order system 
(3.2) are characterized by certain solutions of the so-called linear matrix 
inequality [11]. 
Any full account for the case k > 1 should be preceded by a complete 
treatment of left and right invertibility for a system (2.1) with output (3.16) 
[12, 11]. These concepts, of interest in their own right, are defined and 
analyzed in the final section. 
4. LEFT AND RIGHT INVERTIBILITY 
To the best of our knowledge, the first general definitions and characteri- 
zations for left and right invertibility properties of an implicit system (3.2) can 
be found in [9]. It is shown there that for an arbitrary, possibly nonsquare 
system (3.2) it makes sense to distinguish between weak left (right) and 
strong left (right) invertibility, and the two concepts coincide if the system 
pencil of (3.2), (sA 1 + Ao), is invertible as a rational matrix. 
In this section we discuss generalizations of these concepts for the system 
(2.1)-(2.3) with an additional output equation 
y=Cx + Du, 
where C ~ ~r×n, D ~ ~r×,,,. This composite system will be denoted by the 
symbol £~; if the output y is irrelevant for a certain issue, we may, of course, 
replace £y by £. 
The following subspaces generalize corresponding ones in [9, Section 3]. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A point ~70 ~ Nk~ is called weakly unobservable in the 
sense of consistency if there exist an input u ~ ~."~ and a trajectory x
~(x0,  u) O ~ such that for all j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1 one has x(J)(0 +) = x0j, 
and y = 0. The space of these points is denoted ~(Ey) .  
If x0 ~ Nk~ is such that, for a certain u ~m and a certain x 
Sa(~0, u) ¢3 ~,"~, one has y = 0, then x0 is called weakly unobservable. The 
space of these points is denoted T(E~). 
A point x0 ~ ~"  is called instantaneously output-controllable if there 
exist an inout u ~ ~_"~ and a trajectory x ~Sa(~0, u) (3 ~pn_imp such that p-unp 
y = O. The space of these points is denoted ~(Xu). 
If a point x0 ~ ~k" is such that, for • ~ m a certain u ~i p and an associated 
x ~S~(~ 0,u), one has y = 0, then x0 is distributionaUy weakly unobserv- 
able. The space of these points is denoted ~,d(Eu). 
Obviously, ~(X  v) cz It(X ) and ~(X)  c: ~(Xy)  c:: Ii(~,). Theorem 4.2 
shows that all four subspaces of Definition 4.1 are known if ~(~y)  and 
~(~y)  are. 
THEOREM 4.2. 
= + = + 
Proof. Trivially, ~(~,  ) + 7f0(Z) c ~'(Ey), ~7~(Ey) + 7f(Ey) c 
7fa(Ey). The converses are c~ear on combining Definition 4.1 with the proof 
of Theorem 2.6 (see also Corollary 2.4). • 
just as in [12], [16], [1], and [9], we can formulate duality statements for 
the aforementioned concepts. Consider, together with E~, the composite 
system Yo: 
) [A(p)]V~:= Cry+ ~_, ~ 7" PA}+i+I ¢oj, 
j=o ~ i=o 
(4 .2)  
o = + (4.3)  
with associated solution sets ~(~o,  v) [see (2.3)] for every pair (~o, v) ~ ~kt 
r - _ , , , ,  × ~'~mp, Co - [£o~, ~o~, ~0~k-1)] T. Then we have the next generalization 
of [9, Theorem 3.12]. 
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THEOREM 4.3. 
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Proof. For a proof of the first statement, see Proposition A.14. The 
second statement is now immediate. • 
COROLLARY 4.4. 
Proof. As H(~0(E)) = 0 by definition (3.1), the first statement is clear 
on combining Theorems 4.2 and 4.3; the second statement is then trivial. • 
REMARK 4.5. If k = 1, then H = A 1 [Equations (3.1), (3.2)], and Theo- 
rem 4.3 reduces to [9, Theorem 3.12]. If, moreover, A~ = I, then we reobtain 
the duality observations made in [12]. If in Definition 4.1 we set C = 0, 
D = 0, then 7/~(~y) = Ic(~,) , ~(~y)  = Ii(E). We establish from Theorem 
4.3 that the consistent subspace and the instantaneously controllable subspace 
are dual concepts as well. 
Due to Theorem 4.3, ~,~ may be called the dual system of ~y. 
REMARK 4.6. A numeriealk stable algorithm for determining ~(Ey)  is 
most easily found by putting C o = C, D o = D in step 0 of the GCSA, and 
leave the rest of the GCSA unaltered. This follows from the proof of 
Proposition A.6 and [1, Theorem 5]. A similar algorithm for the computation 
of 7 f (~t )  is now obtainable by Theorem 4.3 after having applied the above 
version of the GCSA to Eo (with G 0 = B r and D o = DT). The algorithm for 
~¢'(Er¢) extends [1, Theorem 6] to higher-order systems. It can be used also 
for the computation of Ii(E), by setting C = 0 and D = 0. As I,.(E) rather 
than I~(E) is of interest o us in this paper, the details are omitted. See 
Remark A.15 on Molinari-type algorithms for T~(~!j) and ~e'(Ey). 
In the sequel, let Px(s) denote Rosenbroek's system matrix [23, 26]: 
(4.4) 
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DEFINITION 4.7. The system Ey is left-invertible in the weak sense if 
T 0 =0,  y =0on ly i fu  =0.  
The system Ey is left-invertible in the strong sense if T 0 = 0, y = 0 only 
i fu  =0and x =0.  
THEOREM 4.8. The system Yy is left-invertible in the weak sense if and 
only if, for every x(s) ~ ~n(s) and u(s) ~ Rm(s), 
P y(S).u(s) =o c x(s) =o, u(s) =o. 
Proof. Combine Proposition A.19 with Lemma A.1. • 
THEOREM 4.9. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The system Ey is left-invertible in the strong sense. 
(b) 7/~(Ey)AT//'(Ey)= 0, ker [~]= 0. 
(c) P~ ( s) is left-invertible as a rational matrix. 
Proof. Combine Propositions A.13, A.20 with Lemma A.1. • 
COROLLARY 4.10. The system Ey is left-invertible in the strong sense if 
and only if ~,y is left-invertible in the weak sense and is left-invertible 
as a rational matrix. 
L J 
Proof. Combine Theorems 4.8 and 4.9. • 
REMARK 4.11. Left invertibility concerns uniqueness of inputs alone or 
of inputs and state trajectories. More precisely, E. is weakly left-invertible if 
• ~ m - and only if for every 0 4: u ~imp wlth S'~(0, U~ :~ O, one has y = Cx + 
Du v~ 0 for every x ~ Sa(0, u). Equivalently, we may state that Ey is left 
invertible in the weak sense if and only if for every T 0 ~ ~kn and every ~, 
I~ ~imp, /,~ =1~ , one has 
Next, Ey is strongly left-invertible if and only if for every u ~ ~imp and every 
x ~ SP(0, u) :~ Q, with u and/or  x ¢ 0, one has y ¢ 0. We may also say 
that Ey is left-invertible in the strong sense if and only if for every T 0 E R kn, 
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every ~, fi ~ ~irnp, and every )~ ~,_ga(~o, ~) 4 = Q and 2~ ~Sa(~o, 5) 4= Q 
with ~ =~ 5 and/or  ~ 4= ~, it holds that 
C~+/~ ~C~+DS.  
If A(s) is invertible as a rational matrix, then weak and strong left invertibil- 
ity are equivalent (Corollary 4.10). However, the system 5",j with A~ = 0 
(i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k), C = 0, B = I, and D = 0 is obviously left-invertible in the 
weak, but not in the strong, sense. 
REMARK 4.12. For the case k = 1, strong left invertiblity, as defined in 
[9], is somewhat "weaker" than the concept with the same name in Definition 
4.7, unless [Arl, -Aro, cT] r is of full column rank. As the definition of strong 
left invertibility, as given in [9], does not seem to make much sense for the 
case k > 1 (see the Appendix), whereas our current definition surely has 
conceptual value for systems of arbitrary order (Remark 4.11), we decided to 
take the minor discrepancies between Definition 4.7 for the case k = 1 and 
[9, Definition 4.10] for granted; without loss of generality, one may assmne a 
first-order system to satis~ the above-mentioned rank condition. The remain- 
ing small gaps are revealed in Proposition A.16, Remark A.17, and Theorem 
A.18. 
DEFINITION 4.13. The system .E,t is right-invertible in the weak sense if 
v 0 E v;; 3,, E , , ) :  y = 0. 
The systems .E,j is right-invertible in the strong .sense if 
THEOREM 4.14. The system "£y is right-invertible in the weak sense i f  
and only if, for every [r/(s)] T ~ [Rl(s) and [ ~(s)] r ~ [Rr(s), 
[~(s) ,~(s)]P~,,(s)  =0 ** ~(s) [A(s ) , -B ]  =0,  ~:(s) =0.  
Proof. Combine Proposition A.21 with Lemma A.1. • 
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THEOREM 4.15. Assume that [Ak, Ak_ 1 . . . . .  A1, A0, B] is of full row 
rank. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The sustem ~ is right-invertible in the strong sense. zl y 
(b) 7/a(E) = ~kn, and 
[ Ak - A°c -AIO ... . . .  Ak-1 ] B D
is of full row rank. 
(c) Pxy(s) is right-invertible as a rational matrix. 
Proof. Combine Propositions A.13, A.22 with Lemma A.1. 
COROLLARY 4.16. Assume that [ Ak, A k_ 1 . . . . .  A1, Ao, B] is of fuU row 
rank. Then ~,~ is right-invertible in the strong sense if and only if ~,y is 
right-invertible in the weak sense and [ A (s ) , -B ]  is right-invertible as a 
rational matrix. 
Proof. Combine Theorems 4.14 and 4.15. • 
REMARK 4.17. The assumption in Theorem 4.15 is not necessary for 
strong right invertibility; the system E~ with A i = 0 (i = O, 1 . . . . .  k ), B = O, 
C = 0, and D = I is clearly strongly right-invertible, but the assumption is
violated. Yet, this assumption is necessary for statements (b) and (c) in 
Theorem 4.15. If it is satisfied, then any system Ey is right-invertible in the 
strong sense if and only if it is weakly right-invertible and Y is control- 
solvable, by Corollary 4.16 and Proposition 2.7. If r = 0, i.e., if there is no 
output (4.1), then Theorem 4.15 encompasses Proposition 2.7. 
REMARK 4.18. Right invertibility is closely bound up with output rack- 
ing. The system Ey is right-invertible in the weak sense if for every 
r - E m distributional trajectory ~ ~ i~ there exast a control u ~imp and an 
associated state trajectory x ~ Y(0, u) such that y = It; that is, every ~ 
Ci~,p is system-attainable from the origin. The system Ey is strongly right- 
invertible if every trajectory ~ ~ ~'i~p is system-attainable from every 
~7 ° ~ •kn. 
By Corollary 4.16, weak right-invertibility implies strong right-invertibility 
if A(s) is invertible as a rational matrix. If this is not the case, then there may 
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exist a gap between the two concepts. For instance, the first-order system 2£~ 
with 
A0=[0] B=0 c=o D=I  
is weakly, but not strongly, right-invertible. 
COROLLARY 4.19. I f  A(s) is invertible as a rational matrix, then weak 
and strong left (right) invertibility are equivalent. 
Proof. Combine Corollaries 4.10 and 4.16. 
For the special case that A(s) is invertible as a rational matrix [26], the 
solution set (2.3) has, for eve.ry pair (x0, u )~ Nk,,× ~i[~'lp, exactly one 
element 
x [A(P)] ~ Bu+ E = pAj+~+ 1 Xoj 
j=o \ i=o 
(4.5) 
(Proposition 2.8), and thus 
, l(k j ) 
y = [T (p) ]u  + Y'. i (4.6) ]9 CAj+i+ 1 Xoj , 
j=o k i=o 
with 
T(s )  := D + C[A(s ) ] - '  B, (4.7) 
the transfer matrix associated with Ey. So, if A(s) is invertible, then left 
(right) invertibility (in either sense) is equivalent to left (right) invertibility of 
the transfer matrix, by Theorems 4.9 and 4.15, as was established in [12] for 
first-order systems (3.2) with A 1 = I and in [9] for first-order systems with 
invertible matrix pencil (sA 1 + Ao). 
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EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). If 
["] 
1 
then E,j is left-invertible in the strong sense, by Theorem 4.9. 
EXAMPLE 1.2 (Continued). If 
l[ xl Ix2 y [ 1 0 
then Pzy(s) is clearly invertible as a rational matrix, as a result of which Ey is 
strongly left- as well as strongly right-invertible (Theorems 4.9 and 4.15). The 
transfer matrix has rank 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.9 (Continued). As [A(s ) , -B ]  is invertible as a rational 
matrix, any system Ey, with C and D arbitrary, is left-invertible in the strong 
sense, by Theorem 4.9. 
REMARK 4.20. Since left invertibility is related to questions of unique- 
ness of internal trajectories, and right invertibility is linked up with tracking 
properties, it is obvious that these concepts are of significance for the 
linear-quadratic control problems described in Remark 3.12. In [11] these 
LQCPs are discussed extensively for the case that the underlying system is of 
first order. It is shown there that optimal inputs and optimal state trajectories 
for either LQCP are unique if the uderlying system is left-invertible in the 
strong sense [11, Theorem 4.21]. Also, the optimal cost for the problem 
without stability equals zero if this system is right-invertible in the strong 
sense [11, Theorem 4.4]. A treatment, in the style of [11], of the above- 
mentioned LQCPs for a higher-order system may be a topic for future 
research. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper contains a distributional treatment of higher-order linear 
implicit continuous-time systems on the positive time axis, under the sole 
assumption that system coefficients are constant. Instead of enlarging the 
number of state variables by transforming the higher-order system under 
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consideration i to a system of order one, we have chosen a direct approach to 
the original system equation, by regarding it as an equation in the state 
variable x alone rather than in x and its derivatives. From this viewpoint, the 
distributional nalogue of the system equation may be impulse-controllable 
even if its first-order pendant is not. The system is ilnpulse-eontrollable if 
every point is weakly consistent of degree k, with k the system's order, and in 
our setup a point is a veetor consisting of k subvectors of equal ength (size of 
x); appearing in the right-hand side of the distributional system equation. The 
subvectors can be seen as the values of the ith derivative of x immediately 
before starting the process (i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1). The subspaces of points that 
are weakly consistent of degree j , with j = 1 . . . . .  k, are characterized in
terms of the consistent subspace (or the subspace of points that are weakly 
consistent of degree 0), and this subspace can be computed by means of a 
numerically stable algorithm. Also, for every j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k we have derived 
a condition, expressed in the system coefficients only, that is necessary and 
sufficient for the statement that the subspace of points that are weakly 
consistent of degree j is maximal. These results generalize similar statements. 
given elsewhere, for an implicit svstem of order 1. Further, we have shown 
that the space of points for which the distributional equation has at least one 
nonemp~ solution set is equal to the sum of the consistent and the instanta- 
neously controllable subspaces, and if for every point at least one solution set 
is nonempty, then the system is called control-solvable. Control solw~bili~ is 
also specified in terms of the system coefficients. Finally, we have given 
generalizations of the consistent and the instantaneously controllable sub- 
space for the distributional higher-order system with output equation, and 
established uality results that reduce to known statements for a first-order 
system. Moreover, we defined and analyzed weak and strong left- (right-)in- 
vertibility concepts for the composite system, and we established that left 
(right) invertibility in the strong sense is equivalent to left (right) invertibilitv 
of Rosenbrock's system matrix. 
APPENDIX 
Consider the system E (2.1)-(2.3): 
1 a(  p )x  = Bu + ~_, i P Aj+~+ I Xoj, j=o \ i=o (A.1) 
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with associated solution sets 
{ l(k lj 
S~(~o,U)  = x~<~plA(p)x=Bu+ E E pAj+i+l Xoj , 
j=o ~=o 
m . . . xT  IT  for every pair (~0, u) ~ ~k. × ~imp, and x0 = [x0r0, XTo'l, , 0(k 1)~ • In 
addition, consider the first-order system ~1: 
p~z = 2z + ~v + ~o,  (A.2) 
with 
~= [I'kii'" I [0 0 a= 
A k - A o [ -A I  . . . . .  -&- i ]  ' 
(a.3) 
-~ [=L z~,. T T ~7, ,,, = " ' ,  Zk ] , ZO = [Z0T0 ' ~0 i ' ' ' ' '  ZT(k- 1) ]T' /) ~ <rap' and the associ- 
ated solution sets .~al(z 0, v) [8]. 
Together with £1, we introduce, for every j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1, the output 
equation 
q, = e,z, ~th e, = [I,k_,,n I 0], ~A.4) 
and, in addition, the associated subspace ~!(E1)  of points that are instanta- 
neously output cotrollable by free response [10]: 
WJ(y_.,1) := {z o ~ [~k" =Ix E,_gc'I(Zo,0) f) ga;[~p :qj = 0}. (A.5) 
Furthermore, we have for £ the subspaces 
z~(~) = {~o ~ W':n[ 3n '~ <',: Sx '~Y(~o,U)  'q %:  
x(J)(0 +) =Xoj,J =0,1  . . . . .  k -  I }, (A.6) 
I i (~)  = {X0 E ~'~knl'~tt E ~:'p_mim p :,_~a(3~0,U) ("1 ~pnimp 4= Q~}, (A.7) 
and, analogously, for "~'~1 the spaces It(X1) and Ii(£1)- 
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Finally, we recall that 
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~(£)  = ker 
A~ Ae A 3 a 4 "'" A~_e A~ ~ A~ 
A 2 A 3 A 4 A 5 "" A~ ~ A~ 0 
Ak_ 2 Ak_ 1 A~ 0 "" 0 0 0 
Ak_ 1 A~ 0 0 .'. 0 0 0 
A~ 0 0 0 "" 0 0 0 
(A.8) 
LEMMA A.1. Let :to E R kn, u ~ ~i~p- I f  x ~S'~(~o,U), then z 
SPl(~ o, u), with z 1 = x, 7o i = Pgi 1 - Xo(i-2), i = 2 . . . . .  k. Conversely, i f  
z ~9~l(,2o, U), then z 1 ~,~( ,2o,  U). 
Proof. Straightforward, from (A.1)-(A.3). • 
LEMMA A.2. Let j  ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1}, x0 ~ Nk,,, and u ~ ~'~",'~. I f there 
exists a solution x ~( ,2o ,  U) ~ ~i'~ with x(i)(O +) = Xoi, i = O, 1 . . . . .  k - 
j - 1}, then there exists a solution z ~S'~1(,2o, u) such that qj is smooth and 
qj(O + ) = Qj ,2 o, and conversely. 
Proof. ~ :Set  z 1 =x ,  z i =pz~_  t -xoO_z) , i  =2 . . . . .  k. Wef indthat  
z 1 is smooth, zl(0 +) =Xo0, z 2 =px  -Xoo  =x (1), smooth, z2(0 +) = 
xm ' . . . ,  zk -J = x(k j - l ) ,  zk-j,(0+) = xo(k -~,- 1). Thus, qj is smooth, qj(0 +) = 
Qj,2o, and z ~1( ,2o ,  U) by Lemma A.1. If j > 1, then z k j+l  = x~k-J), 
smooth- -yet  not necessarily zk_ j + 1(0 +) = Xo(k_j)- 
~ :  Set x = Zl; then by Lemma A.1, x ~5"(,20, u), smooth, and x(O +) 
=Xoo. Then x ° )=px-xoo  =pz 1 -xoo  =z  2, smooth, and x(a)(O +) = 
x(k j 1) _ px(k- j  2) _ Xo~k_j_ 2 ) = pzk_ j_  1 _ Xo(k_ j _  2 ) = Zk  J' X0l, • . . , . 
smooth, and x (k-j ~)(0 +) = Xo~k_j_~). Observe that x (k J )=  px (k- j -~J - 
Xo(k_j_ D = pZk_ j -- Xo(k_j_l) = Zk_j+t, smooth, for j > 1; however, 
x (k J)(O +) need not equal Xo~ k j). • 
PROPOSITION A.3. Assume that A k is invertible. Then fo r  every ,20 ~ ~k,, 
and every u ~ ~s'~, there exists exactly one x ~5'~(,2o, u), x ~ ~',~,,, and 
x(J)(O +) = Xoj fo r  a l l j  = O, 1 . . . . .  k - 1. 
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Proof. For every x0 ~ Rk'` and every u E ~m there exists exactly one 
z ~ S°1(~70, u); this z is smooth, and z(0 +) = x0 [2, 7, 8]. Now apply Lemma 
A,2 for j  = 0. [] 
PROPOSIT ION A .4 .  
= io(x ), = 
Proof. First statement: Set j = 0 in Lemma A.2. Second statement: 
Obviously, by construction, z in ~1 is purely impulsive if and only if 
2; 1 E ~;l_ imp. Now, apply Lemma A.1. [] 
PROPOSITION A.5. The algorithm ~o := ~o(~), ~Tt~+ 1 :=/~'-- [~ i )  + 
im B] is such that~ o Go,~ 1G "'" G~,~ G~+I  G "'" GJ~k~._ = Ii(~). 
The algorithm 7f o := ~k,,, ~/+l := A ' - [E (T i )  + im B] is such that 
~/'0 ZD Wl  ZD . . .  Z )~/+1 ~__ - - - -ZD .~/'kn = Ic (~) .  
Proof. First statement: For every x0 ~ 7f0(~) we have 0 ~(x0 ,0)  
[Equation (A.1)] and thus ~0(E)  - Ii(]~) = Ii(~1), by Proposition A.4. Next, 
we show that ~0 c~.  If ~0 = [x~'0, x0rl, T T . . . .  X0(k-1)] ~0,  then also v := 
[0, x r ,  x T 1T ~0,  and Av =/~Xo. Hence, x0 ~.  The rest follows • " • , 0 (k -  2)J 
from [9, Theorems 3.9, 3.10] and Proposition A.4. 
Second statement: Combine [9, Theorem 3.6, Proposition 3.8] with 
Proposition A.4. [] 
The general consistent subspace algorithm (GCSA) is defined as follows. 
Step O. Initialization. Set i = 0, and 
Eo = Ak, A0 = [ -A0 , -A1  . . . . .  -Ak -1] ,  B0 = B, 60 = 0, 
D o =0,  ~o =0,  G O =0,  H o =0,  I o =0.  
Step 1. Iteration i. Find orthogonal transformation matrices U~ and V~ 
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such that 
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tl all tll tl lO~ *It 
H i 0 = 0 1 ~Ai B i  , 
and 
k*l Tll k~l HI 
[:: ]I ] 
~, L ---Ci + '  0 ' 
with /~, + 1 and /5~+ ~ of full row rank• Write C.,+ ~ = [ F~+ ~ ~, 
F,+l. e . . . . .  F~+l,k], with every F~+I, j having n columns. Set G~+ l = F,+~ k, 
Hi+ 1 = [0, -F i+ l ,  1 . . . . .  - -F /+l ,k_ l ]•  
Stopping criterion. Set 
["] 
I i - '  = ___Ci+l 
I f  rank I~+ 1 = rank Ii, then set a = i; otherwise go to step 1 for iteration 
i+1.  
PROPOSITION A.6. 
OL 
I , ,(E) = (7 kerC/ .  
j=o 
Proof. Luenberger's huffle algorithm [14] is an appropriate instrument 
tbr computing the consistent subspaee of (1.1). This is noticed in [1], where a 
generalized version is given, the singular system structure algorithm (SSSA). 
Our GCSA is derived from this SSSA [1, pp. 676-677] in the following sense. 
From Proposition A.4 we know that I¢,(£) = Ic(£1). We now apply the 
SSSA to the system £1 (A.2)-(A.3), and start with iteration 0 of step 1. It 
should be mentioned that the relevant operations in the SSSA are row 
operations, so as to arrive at right-hand sides with certain right-invertible 
blocks_the orth_ogonality_is requ i red  for numerical reasons only• Thus, set 
Eo =E,  A o =A,  B o =B,C  O = 0, D o =0,_CII =0 ,  W o = 0. Thenwehave  
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to f ind invert ible matr ices S O and T o such that 
~o[~o So ~ol 
and 
= S o Ak  ' _ A o 
ki, l kn  m 
_Ao Bo] 
-A  t . . . . .  -Ak_  1 
ktl m kn m 
- -  ---~1 0 ' 
with /~1,/~1 of  full row rank. I f  S o, invertible, is such that 
with Akl of  full row rank, and 
S O A i = A12 ] for all i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1, S O B = B2 , 
then it is obvious that 
 o:[1 o 
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satisfies the first requ i rement ,  and we get _A o = [ - Ao2, - A 12 . . . . .  - A(k - 1)2 ], 
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.B o = B 2. Next, let 
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with B21 of full row rank. If, for all i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1, 
Ai21 ] 
ToAi2 = Ai22 ' 
then we get __C 1 = [-A022, --Ale 2 . . . . .  --A(k- 1)22]. 
In iteration 1 of step 1 we must find invertible matrices S 1 and T 1 such 
that 
$1 
kn kn m kn kn m kn 
0 0 _A I ~[_A 1 
nl kn IJl 
(A.9) 
with /~2,/~2 of full row rank. Here, 
0 I(k ~),~ ] 
A1 = -- Ao I _A l l  . . . . .  _A( t _ j )  I , 
[0] 
/~1 = -~l ' ~1 = [-Ao21,-A121 . . . . .  - -A ,k - l ,21] ,  191 = B2," 
Due to the form of /~1, we can take S 1 = S12S l l ,  with SIj such that 
I Sll __C 1 0 0 = ---el --Al 0 ' 
e l  = [0 [ - -A (k  1)22], _A~= [0, Ao22 . . . . .  Atk_2)e2], (A.10) 
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and 
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and with $12 such that 
/I  [n0 
$12 -A(k -  1)22 ] '  0 
n kn  m 
_A1 ~1] 
[All ..... A  I I]]IBI } 
A022 . . . .  A(k- 2)22 ' 0 
with /~2 of full row rank. In this case, 
0 ~2 ' X~ = X~ ' 
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(A.11) 
Given C 2 [Equation (A.9)], we then can follow the same procedure: I f  
C 2 = [C21, C22 . . . . .  C2k] (every C2j  having n columns), then we must find 
an invertible matrix -_$22 such that[compare (A.10)] 
n kn  m n kn  m 
_ . . ,  0 _a2 _B2] 
(A.12) 
with /~3 of full row rank. Next, we must construct an invertible T 2 such that 
kn  m kn  m 
_A2 B2 C3 
with /ga of full row rank, etc. As we are following the basic ideas behind the 
SSSA, our mechanism stops when rankWi+ 1 = rankW i, with W i = 
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T T [C0, Cl ,  • • • , - - i cT ]  T. It is clear now that the separation of _C,+ 1 into G~+ 1 and 
Hi+ l (with sign changes) in iteration i of step 1 of our GCSA corresponds to 
the manipulations in (A.10) [see also (A.12)]. Finally, we may assume the 
transformations So, To, _Slz , T1, _$2.2, T 2 . . . .  to be orthogonal, so as to achieve 
numerical stability. Thus, we observe that the GCSA is nothing more than an 
appropriate modification of the SSSA for higher-order linear systems; the 
claim is then proved by [1, Theorem 5]. • 
Fix j ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1}. A point z 0 ~ Nkn is called output consistent 
[10] for £~ (A.2)?(A.3) with output qj (A.4) if there exist an input v ~ W],',' 
and a trajectory ~ ~ OC~l(Z0, v) such that qj is smooth and qj(O +) = Qjz o. 
LEMMA A.7. 
Ak-j Ak-j+l Ak-j+2 "'" Ak- I Ak] 
~-J(5[l) = 0(k_j_j) . • ker 
Ak_ 1 A k 0 "" 0 0 
A k 0 0 "" 0 0 
Pro@ Straightforward, by using either (A.5) or [10, Proposition 2.4]. 
PROPOSITION A.8. Every z o ~ Nk,, is output-consistent for "£j with 
output qj if and only if 
[ 1} 
Ak-j+ I Ak-j+9- "'" Ak- ~ Ak 
I,,(E~) + O(k_j),, • ker = [~'~. 
Ak_ 1 A k -.. 0 0 
A k 0 -.. 0 0 
Proof. From (A.4) and Lemma A.7 we deduce that 
Ak-j+ l Ak j+ 2 "'" Ak 1 Ak ] 
ker| : 
/ Ak-' A k "" 0 (i 
1_ A k 0 ... 0 0 
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(of course, the latter block matrix is empty if j = 0), Now, apply [10, 
Corollary 2.8]. • 
THEOREMA.9. Let j~{O,  1 . . . . .  k- l} .  l f [Ak ,  Ak_ 1 . . . . .  A1, A0, B ] 
is of fuU row rank, then every point z o ~ R kn is output-consistent for E1 
with output qj if and only if 
~l=im A k + imB 
I Ak j+l Ak-j+2 "'" Ak] 
+[ Ak_ j, Ak_j+ 1 . . . . .  A~_ 1] ker/  ! 
1 [ Ak- 1 Ak -" 0 [_ A k 0 "-- 0 
Proof. Let [A k, A k_ 1 . . . . .  A1,  A 0, B] be of full row rank. Then, accord- 
ing to [10, Theorem 2.10], every point z 0 ~ ~k, is output-consistent for E 1 
with output qj if and only if 
im E" + im B + z~[~f J (~ l )  I~ ker Qj] = ~(k-1)n+l. 
Now, apply Proposition A.8. 
Consider E1 with qk-1, i.e., Qk-1 = [ In 10]. A point z 0 ~ ~k,, is called 
weakly output-consistent for E1 with output qk-1 if there exist a smooth 
input v and a trajectory z ~ l (z0 ,  v) such that qk-1 = zl is smooth. 
PROPOSITION A.10. Every z o ~ R kn is weakly output-consistent for E 1 
with output qk-1 = zl if and only if lo(E l) + ~o(Y~) = •kn. 
Proof. For j = k - 1, ~/"?(~1 ) = ~0(~)  [Lemma A.7, (A.8)]; apply [10, 
Corollary 2.8]. 
THEOREM A.11. Assume that [ Ak, Ak_ 1 . . . . .  A 1, A o, B] is of full row 
rank. Then every z o ~ ~k, is weakly output consistent for "21 with output 
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q~ I = zl if and only if 
im A k + im B + [A0, A l . . . . .  Ak_l ]gl/~0(X) = N*. 
Proof. Combine Proposition A.10 with [10, Theorem 2.10]. 
Now, let £,j denote £ (A.1) with the output equation 
y = Cx + Du, (A.13) 
where C ~ N~x,,, D ~ ~r×m, and let Y-I~ stand for (A.2)-(A.3) with the 
output 
- -  m 
w = Cz +Dr ,  C = [C I 0].  (A.14) 
Let, further, ~cc(£1w),~J~'(£1w), ~d(Elw) denote the spaces of points % that 
are 
weakly unobservable in the sense of consistency, 
instantaneously output-controllable, 
distributionally weakly unobservable 
with respect to £~.  
Finally, consider, together with £,j, the system £o: 
) [A (p) ]T~ = cTv+ ~ pA;+~+, s%j, (A.15) 
j=0 i=0 
0 = BT~ + D~v, (A.16) 
with ~o = [~0~, ~r  . . . . .  T 7' Nkt, ~:0(k - 1)] ~ v ~ ~mp, and S'~( ~0, v) denoting 
the corresponding solution set. In addition, we consider the first-order system 
~1~ (A.3), (A.14): 
(A.17) 
where ~ = [st1 T, ~-T . . . . .  srkT] T, ~'0 = [~'o T, ~'0~i, "'" , ~,i{'k- 1)l T, ~'0i ~ ~", i = 
0, 1 . . . . .  k - 2, ~o~k-1) ~ Rz, ~ ~ ~i,%~, and the solution sets are ~(  ~'o, ~P). 
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PROPOSITION A.12. 
G := 
At A2 A3 ... 
Ae A 3 A 4 " ' "  
A~_~ I -  
A~ 0 
A~_~ A~ 0 --. 0 0 
A~ 0 0 ... 0 0 
then  (GT) ~- (T f / ' (~ lw) )  = ~¢f ' (~O) .  
Proof. =* : Let ~o ~ 1~(~- 1)" +t, q~ ~ ~imp, 
(A.17)-(A.18), 
P~I = --Aro~l, + cTq ~ + ~oo, 
= _ A T P~* ~-  ~ ~- t ~k + ~o~- ~), 
P AT ~k = ~l,-1 - ATk-1 ~k "[- AT ~O(k - 1)" 
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(k - 1)n + 1 I We establish that ~" ~ ~p- imp ~ ffk ~ ~p- imp 
addition, we get from (A.19) that 
and ff ~ S~'I( ~'o, ~o). Then, by 
i = 2 . . . . .  k - 1, (A.19) 
if q~ is impulsive. In 
T T 
Ak-l~:oo + AksCot = ~'o(k-2), ~oo = ffo(k-l/, 
and if, further, to = BVffk + Drq~ = 0, then substitution of (A.21) in (A.20) 
shows that ~o ~ 7f(Xo), as v = ~o is impulsive, ~ = ~'k is impulsive, and 
O=0.  
~:  Let ~o ~ ~kt, ~ ~Sp(~o,V) ~ ~/-imp with v impulsive, O= 0, and 
GT~o = ~o. Set g'k = ~, and, successively, ~'k-1, ffk-z . . . . .  ~'2, ffl according to 
T T A Ts¢oo + A 3s¢ol + . . . .  srm,. +Ak sCo(k - 1) "" , 
AT~oo + ATe01 + "'" +AT~o(k-1)= ~'oo, 
Assume that q~ and ~" are impulsive. If GT~o = ~'o, then 
(A.21) 
[A(  p)]  rffk = cr~o + (~'00 + Pg'ol + "'" +Pk-2ffo(k-2)) + pk 1AT ~o(k-1)" 
(A.20) 
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the second and third equations of (A.19). It follows that the first equation of 
(a.19) is valid with ~ = v, and hence C= [/'~L ~[ . . . . .  ~'71 ~ ~(G,v ) -  
Also, ~" is impulsive, as ~'k is impulsive (see above), and to = 0. Thus, 
g'0 ~ g¢'(£ l,o). This completes the proof. • 
PROPOSITION A.13. 
E(z , , )  = E(z w). = = 
Proof. As ~(Y-,tw) G Io(Y~I), ~/'(EIw) ----- Ii(5;1), the claims are clear from 
Proposition A.4 and Lemma A.1. • 
PROPOSITION A.14. 
Proof. As H = G/T2 [Equations (3.1), (A.3)], it follows that 
By Proposition A.13, ~(Ey)= ~(£1~,), and by (A.17), (A.18), and [9, 
Theorem 3.12], {E(~(£1~))} ± 7Y(£1~). Now apply Proposition A.12. • 
REMARK A.15. Characterizations and algorithms for the spaces ~(Y~l~,) 
and 7f'(£1~) are given in [9, Section 3]; consequently, it is possible to 
compute 7~(Ey) and ~(£y) ,  by Proposition A.13. It should be noted that, 
for the initial subspace of the algorithm for 7t~(£y), one can start with ~0(2~) 
rather th_an with k er E, since, for every Xo = [ XSo, XII)'I . . . . .  XT(k j r ,  we have 
T . .  3C1' IT (see proof of Proposi- E~ o =Az  o and Cz o =0i f  z 0 =[0, xm,. , 0(k-2)J 
tion A.5). 
PROPOSITION A.16. Consider the first-order system ~: 
pA 1 x + A o x = Bu + A 1 Xo, y = Cx + Du, (A.22) 
where Al, A o ~ ~x, , ,  B ~ ~x. ,  C E ~x,, ,  D ~ ~rX.,  together with the 
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following statements: 
I i] (a) g~(E) n ~(E)  -- ker A 1, ker - o 
(b) %( '2 )  n = o, ker = 0. 
o = o ,  - -  0 .  
Then (a) ~ (b) ~ (c) ~ (a). 
=0.  
Proof. (a) ~ (b): Let x 0 be such that, for some u ~ ~s m and x ~ ~s n, 
we have pAlX +Aox =Bu +Alx  o, Cx +Du =0,  x(0 +)=x 0 ~Tf (~) .  
Then Alx(2)(t) + Aox(1)(t) = BuO)(t), Cx°)(t) + Du(1)(t) = 0 for all t > 0, 
and hence x(1)(0 +) ~ ~( '£ ) ,  by definition. In addition, as Alx(1)(0 +) = 
-Aox(O +) + Bu(O+), Cx(O ÷) + Du(0 +) = 0, and x(0 ÷) ~ 7f( '£),  we have 
x(1)(0 +) ~ 7//(~) [9, Theorem 3.9]. Thus, Alx o = O, AlX°)(0+) = 0, so that 
x(0 +) = x0 = 0, u(0 +) = 0. 
(b) =~ (c): Trivial. (c) ~ (a): Assume that Alx = O, -Aox  + Bu = O, 
Cx + Du = 0. Then p- Ix  ~SZ(x,  p - lu )  n ~s~ with p- lu  ~ ~s m, 
(p- lx)(O ÷) = x (!), and C(p- lx )  + D(p - lu )  = 0, and hence x ~ ~(~) .  
Since, also, x ~kerA  1 ~Tf (E ) ,  we get x =0 and thus u =0.  Finally, 
~ ' (~)  = ~( '£ )  + ker A 1 [9, Proposition 3.4], so that 7/ ' (~) (3 7 f (E)  = 
ker A 1 + [~(E)  n 7f(E)]  = ker A 1 + 0 = ker A 1. This completes the proof. 
REMARK A.17. None of the statements in Proposition A.16 is equivalent 
to 
(d) 7/( '£)  n 7//(E) = ker At, ker[ SD] = 0. 
A counterexample: Take all matrices zero except B = I. Obviously, (d) is 
true, but, e.g., (c) is not. Note that ker([ A T, - A T, C r ]T) # 0. 
THEOREM A.18. Consider the system ~ (A.22). Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) If x o =0 and y =0,  thenu =0 and x =0. 
(b) ~( '£ )  A ~¥'('~) = O, ker[ DS] = O. 
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Proof. All statements (ii), (iii), and (iv) in [9, Corollary 4.15] imply that 
ker([ AT, -Aro, Cr] r) = 0. The proof is now clear by [9, Corollary 4.15] and 
Proposition A.16. 
PROPOSITION A.19. The system "Zh~ is left-invertible in the weak .sense if 
and only if, for every Zl(S) ~ Nn(S) and v(s) ~ N"(s), 
c D [v (s )  =°  - , ( s )=O,  v (s )=O.  
Proof. Immediate from [9, Theorem 4.2]. • 
PROPOSITION A.20. Consider E1~. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) I f  z o=0 and w = O, then z =0 and v =0.  
(b) ~e(~lw) C~(~lw)  = O, ker[B] = O. 
(c) [A(~)C ~1 is left-invertibleasa rationalmatrix. 
Proof. See Theorem A.18. • 
PROPOSITION A.21. The system Nl~ is right-invertible in the weak sense 
if and only if, for every [r/(s)] r ~ ff~l(s), [~(s)] r ~ N"(s), 
** r l ( s ) [A(s  ), -B ]  = O, = o. 
Proof. Apply [9, Theorem 4.4]. • 
PROPOSITION A.22. Assume that [ A k, Ak_ 1 . . . . .  A l, A o, B] is of full 
row rank. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The system ~lw is right-invertible in the strong sense. 
(b) 7~(~1~) = 1~ k', and 
is of full row rank. 
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(c) [a(cs) -D B] is right-invertible as a rational matrix. 
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Proof. Apply [9, Corollary 4.13]. • 
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